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ImageImage--Based Scene ReconstructionBased Scene Reconstruction

GoalGoal
•• Automatic construction of photoAutomatic construction of photo--realistic 3D models of a realistic 3D models of a 

scene from multiple images taken from a set of arbitrary scene from multiple images taken from a set of arbitrary 
viewpointsviewpoints

•• ImageImage--based modeling; 3D photographybased modeling; 3D photography

ApplicationsApplications
•• Interactive visualization of remote environments or objects Interactive visualization of remote environments or objects 

by a virtual video camera for flybys, mission rehearsal and by a virtual video camera for flybys, mission rehearsal and 
planning, site analysis, treaty monitoringplanning, site analysis, treaty monitoring

•• Virtual modification of a real scene for augmented reality Virtual modification of a real scene for augmented reality 
taskstasks
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Two  General  ApproachesTwo  General  Approaches

World RepresentationWorld Representation
•• World centeredWorld centered:  Recover a complete 3D geometric :  Recover a complete 3D geometric 

(and possibly photometric) model of scene(and possibly photometric) model of scene

•• OperationsOperations:  feature correspondence, tracking, :  feature correspondence, tracking, 
calibration, structure from motion, model fitting, ...calibration, structure from motion, model fitting, ...

PlenopticPlenoptic Function RepresentationFunction Representation
•• Camera centeredCamera centered:  Integration of images which :  Integration of images which 

sample scene geometrysample scene geometry

•• E.g., panoramas, light fields, E.g., panoramas, light fields, LDIsLDIs

•• OperationsOperations:  image segmentation, registration, :  image segmentation, registration, 
warping, compositing, interpolation, ...warping, compositing, interpolation, ...

Light  FieldsL ight  Fields

A range of viewpoints represented by a set of A range of viewpoints represented by a set of 
imagesimages [Levoy and Hanrahan, 1996]
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Standard Approach:  Multiple View StereoStandard Approach:  Multiple View Stereo

[Fitzgibbon and Zisserman, 1998]

Weaknesses of the Standard ApproachWeaknesses of the Standard Approach

•• Views must be close together in order to obtain point Views must be close together in order to obtain point 
correspondencescorrespondences

•• Point correspondences must be tracked over many Point correspondences must be tracked over many 
consecutive framesconsecutive frames

•• Many partial models must be fusedMany partial models must be fused

•• Must fit a parameterized surface model to point featuresMust fit a parameterized surface model to point features

•• No explicit handling of occlusion differences between No explicit handling of occlusion differences between 
viewsviews
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Our Approach:  Volumetr ic  Scene  ModelingOur Approach:  Volumetr ic  Scene  Modeling
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Goal:  Goal:  Determine transparency and radiance of points in VDetermine transparency and radiance of points in V

3D Scene Reconstruction from Multiple Views3D Scene Reconstruction from Multiple Views

Input imagesInput images

3D Reconstruction3D Reconstruction

Camera Camera 
calibrationcalibration
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Discrete Formulation:  Discrete Formulation:  VoxelVoxel SpaceSpace
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Goal:  Goal:  Assign RGBA values to voxels in V that areAssign RGBA values to voxels in V that are

photophoto--consistentconsistent with all input imageswith all input images
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GG = space of all colorings (C    )= space of all colorings (C    )
PP = space of all photo= space of all photo--consistent colorings (computable?)consistent colorings (computable?)
S = true scene (not computable)S = true scene (not computable)

NN33

Complexity  and  ComputabilityComplexity  and  Computability
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1.  Shape from Silhouettes1.  Shape from Silhouettes
•• Volume intersection   Volume intersection   [Martin & Aggarwal, 1983]

2.  Shape from Photo2.  Shape from Photo--ConsistencyConsistency
•• VoxelVoxel coloring   coloring   [Seitz & Dyer, 1997]

•• Space carving    Space carving    [Kutulakos & Seitz, 1999]

VoxelVoxel--based Scene Reconstruction Methodsbased Scene Reconstruction Methods

Reconstruction  from  SilhouettesReconstruction  from  Silhouettes
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Approach:  Approach:  
•• BackprojectBackproject each silhouetteeach silhouette

•• Intersect backprojected generalizedIntersect backprojected generalized--cone volumescone volumes
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Volume  IntersectionVolume  Intersection

Reconstruction contains the true sceneReconstruction contains the true scene
Best case (infinite # views):  Best case (infinite # views):  visual hullvisual hull

(complement of all lines that don’t intersect S)(complement of all lines that don’t intersect S)
•• 2D: convex hull2D: convex hull
•• 3D: convex hull 3D: convex hull –– hyperbolic regionshyperbolic regions

Shape  from  SilhouettesShape  from  Silhouettes

Reconstruction = object + concavities + points not Reconstruction = object + concavities + points not 
visiblevisible
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VoxelVoxel Algor ithm  for   Volume  IntersectionAlgor ithm  for   Volume  Intersection

Color Color voxelvoxel black if in silhouette in every imageblack if in silhouette in every image
•• O(MNO(MN33) time for M images, N) time for M images, N33 voxelsvoxels

•• Don’t have to search 2Don’t have to search 2NN33 possible scenespossible scenes

ImageImage--based Visual Hullsbased Visual Hulls

[Matusik et al., 2000]
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CMU’s  Vir tualized  Reality  SystemCMU’s  Vir tualized  Reality  System

Shape  from  49  SilhouettesShape  from  49  Silhouettes

Surface model constructed using Marching Cubes algorithm
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Vir tual  Camera  FlyVir tual  Camera  Fly--ByBy

Texture mapped and sound synthesized from 6 sources

Proper ties  of  Volume  IntersectionProper ties  of  Volume  Intersection

ProsPros
•• Easy to implementEasy to implement

•• Accelerated via Accelerated via octreesoctrees

ConsCons
•• Concavities are not reconstructedConcavities are not reconstructed

•• Reconstruction does not use photometric properties Reconstruction does not use photometric properties 
in each imagein each image

•• Requires image segmentation to extract silhouettesRequires image segmentation to extract silhouettes
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1.  Shape from Silhouettes1.  Shape from Silhouettes
•• Volume intersection   Volume intersection   [Martin & Aggarwal, 1983]

2.  Shape from Photo2.  Shape from Photo--ConsistencyConsistency
•• VoxelVoxel coloring   coloring   [Seitz & Dyer, 1997]

•• Space carving    Space carving    [Kutulakos & Seitz, 1999]

VoxelVoxel--based Scene Reconstruction Methodsbased Scene Reconstruction Methods
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Voxel  Color ing  ApproachVoxel  Color ing  Approach

Visibility Problem:  Visibility Problem:  In which images is each voxel visible?In which images is each voxel visible?
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The  Global  Visibility  ProblemThe  Global  Visibility  Problem

Inverse VisibilityInverse Visibility
known imagesknown images
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Which points are visible in which images?Which points are visible in which images?
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Forward VisibilityForward Visibility
known sceneknown scene
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Depth  Order ing:  Visit  Depth  Order ing:  Visit  OccludersOccluders FirstFirst
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Condition:  Condition:  Depth order is Depth order is viewview--independentindependent
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What  is  a  What  is  a  ViewView--IndependentIndependent Depth  Order?Depth  Order?

A function A function ff over a scene S and a camera space Cover a scene S and a camera space C

�
�
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For example:  For example:  ff = distance from separating plane= distance from separating plane

�������� Plane SweepPlane Sweep order  order  [Collins, 1996]

�

such that  such that  for all for all pp and and qq in S, in S, vv in C in C 

pp occludes  occludes  qq from from vv only ifonly if f(p) < f(q)f(p) < f(q)

�

Example:  2D  Scene  and  L ine of CamerasExample:  2D  Scene  and  L ine of Cameras

•  •  Arrange cameras to simplify occlusion relationshipsArrange cameras to simplify occlusion relationships

•  •  DepthDepth--order traversal of order traversal of voxelsvoxels determines visibilitydetermines visibility
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Panoramic  Depth  Order ingPanoramic  Depth  Order ing

•• Cameras oriented in many different directionsCameras oriented in many different directions

•• Planar depth ordering does not applyPlanar depth ordering does not apply

Panoramic  Depth  Order ingPanoramic  Depth  Order ing

Layers radiate outwards from camerasLayers radiate outwards from cameras
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Panoramic  Layer ingPanoramic  Layer ing

Layers radiate outwards from camerasLayers radiate outwards from cameras

Panoramic  Layer ingPanoramic  Layer ing

Layers radiate outwards from camerasLayers radiate outwards from cameras
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Compatible  Camera  ConfigurationsCompatible  Camera  Configurations

DepthDepth--Order ConstraintOrder Constraint
•• Scene outside convex hull of camera centersScene outside convex hull of camera centers

OutwardOutward--LookingLooking
cameras inside scenecameras inside scene

InwardInward--LookingLooking
cameras above scenecameras above scene

Calibrated  Image  AcquisitionCalibrated  Image  Acquisition

Calibrated TurntableCalibrated Turntable
360° rotation (21 images)360° rotation (21 images)

Selected Dinosaur ImagesSelected Dinosaur Images

Selected Flower ImagesSelected Flower Images
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Layered  Scene  TraversalLayered  Scene  Traversal

Results:  DinosaurResults:  Dinosaur

1K voxels 5K voxels 72K voxels

21 input images 
spanning 360° rotation
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Results:  RoseResults:  Rose

1 of 21 input 
images

3 synthesized views

ResultsResults
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Scaling  Up  Scaling  Up  VoxelVoxel Color ingColor ing

•• Time complexity  Time complexity  �������� ##voxelsvoxels �������� #images#images

•• Too many Too many voxelsvoxels in large, highin large, high--resolution scenesresolution scenes

•• EnhancementsEnhancements
•• Texture mappingTexture mapping –– use hardware to project images to use hardware to project images to 

each layer of each layer of voxelsvoxels

•• Variable Variable voxelvoxel resolutionresolution –– use use octreesoctrees and and coarsecoarse--toto--
fine processingfine processing

•• Volumetric warpingVolumetric warping –– warp warp voxelvoxel space to extend to anspace to extend to an
infinite domaininfinite domain

CoarseCoarse--toto--Fine Fine VoxelVoxel Color ing:  Color ing:  OctreesOctrees

Determine colored Determine colored voxelsvoxels at current levelat current level

Spatial coherence  Spatial coherence  �������� add neighboring add neighboring voxelsvoxels
Decompose colored Decompose colored voxelsvoxels into octants; repeatinto octants; repeat
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Volumetr ic  WarpingVolumetr ic  Warping

•• G. G. SlabaughSlabaugh, T. , T. MalzbenderMalzbender, B. Culbertson, 2000, B. Culbertson, 2000

ResultsResults
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VoxelVoxel Color ing  for   Dynamic  ScenesColor ing  for   Dynamic  Scenes

Goal:  Interactive, real-time fly-by of dynamic scene

Given:  Video sequences from multiple cameras

Dynamic  Dynamic  VoxelVoxel Color ing:  Input  ViewsColor ing:  Input  Views
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Reconstruction for  One Time InstantReconstruction for  One Time Instant

Sequence  of  ReconstructionsSequence  of  Reconstructions
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VoxelVoxel Color ing  for   Dynamic  ScenesColor ing  for   Dynamic  Scenes

•• CoarseCoarse--toto--fine recursive decomposition  focusesfine recursive decomposition  focuses

on regions of intereston regions of interest

•  Exploit temporal coherence•  Exploit temporal coherence
•• Use coloring at time Use coloring at time ttkk to initialize lowest resolution to initialize lowest resolution 

voxelsvoxels at time at time ttk+1k+1

•• Trace rays from changed pixels onlyTrace rays from changed pixels only

Limitations of Depth Order ingL imitations of Depth Order ing

A viewA view--independent depth order may not exist:independent depth order may not exist:

� #

Need more general algorithmNeed more general algorithm
•• Unconstrained camera positionsUnconstrained camera positions

•• Unconstrained scene geometry and topologyUnconstrained scene geometry and topology
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1.  Shape from Silhouettes1.  Shape from Silhouettes
•• Volume intersection   Volume intersection   [Martin & Aggarwal, 1983]

2.  Shape from Photo2.  Shape from Photo--ConsistencyConsistency
•• VoxelVoxel coloring   coloring   [Seitz & Dyer, 1997]

•• Space carving    Space carving    [Kutulakos & Seitz, 1999]

VoxelVoxel--based Scene Reconstruction Methodsbased Scene Reconstruction Methods

Space Carving Algor ithmSpace Carving Algor ithm

Step 1:Step 1: Initialize V to volume containing true scene with all Initialize V to volume containing true scene with all 
voxelsvoxels marked marked opaqueopaque

Step 2:Step 2: For every For every voxelvoxel on surface of Von surface of V
•• Test Test photophoto--consistencyconsistency of of voxelvoxel with those cameras that              with those cameras that              

are “in front of” itare “in front of” it

•• If If voxelvoxel is inconsistent, is inconsistent, carvecarve it (i.e., mark it it (i.e., mark it transparenttransparent))

Step 3:Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until all Repeat Step 2 until all voxelsvoxels consistentconsistent
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Visibility  Proper tyVisibility  Proper ty

p p �������� SS´́ consistent   consistent   �������� p p �������� )) consistentconsistent

p p �������� )) inconsistent   inconsistent   �������� p p �������� SS´́ inconsistentinconsistent

This property ensures that carving convergesThis property ensures that carving converges
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Space  Carving  ConvergenceSpace  Carving  Convergence

•• Guaranteed convergence to the Guaranteed convergence to the photo hullphoto hull , , 

i.e., i.e., union of all photounion of all photo--consistent scenesconsistent scenes

•• Worst case #Worst case # consistency checks:consistency checks:
(# cameras)(# cameras)22(# (# voxelsvoxels))

True Scene

� &

Reconstruction
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Space  Carving  Algor ithmSpace  Carving  Algor ithm

Optimal algorithm is unwieldyOptimal algorithm is unwieldy
•• Complex visibility update procedureComplex visibility update procedure

Alternative:  MultiAlternative:  Multi --Pass Plane Sweep AlgorithmPass Plane Sweep Algorithm
•• Efficient, can use textureEfficient, can use texture--mapping hardwaremapping hardware

•• Converges quickly in practiceConverges quickly in practice

•• Easy to implementEasy to implement

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

True Scene Reconstruction
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence
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MultiMulti--Pass  Plane  SweepPass  Plane  Sweep

•• Sweep plane in each of 6 principle directionsSweep plane in each of 6 principle directions

•• Consider cameras on only one side of planeConsider cameras on only one side of plane

•• Repeat until convergenceRepeat until convergence

Results:  Afr ican  VioletResults:  Afr ican  Violet
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Results:  HandResults:  Hand
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Texture  Effects  on  Texture  Effects  on  VoxelVoxel Color ingColor ing
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Effects  of  NoiseEffects  of  Noise

� = 0 � = 1 � = 2

� = 3 � = 5 � = 10

� = 15

Effects  of  Effects  of  VoxelVoxel ResolutionResolution

voxel size = 1 voxel size = 2 voxel size = 3

voxel size = 4 voxel size = 5 voxel size = 10

voxel size = 20
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Other  ExtensionsOther  Extensions

•• Dealing with calibration errorsDealing with calibration errors
•• KutulakosKutulakos, 2000, 2000

•• Construct approximate photo hull defined by weakening the Construct approximate photo hull defined by weakening the 
definition of photodefinition of photo--consistency so that it requires only that consistency so that it requires only that 
there exists a photothere exists a photo--consistent pixel within distance consistent pixel within distance r of the of the 
ideal positionideal position

•• Partly transparent scenesPartly transparent scenes
•• De De BonetBonet and Viola, 1999and Viola, 1999

•• Compute at each Compute at each voxelvoxel the probability that it is visible (or the probability that it is visible (or 
the degree of opacity)the degree of opacity)

•• Optimization algorithm finds best linear combination of Optimization algorithm finds best linear combination of 
colors and opacities at the colors and opacities at the voxelsvoxels along each visual ray to along each visual ray to 
minimize the error with the input image colorsminimize the error with the input image colors

“ The more the marble wastes, the more the statue grows.”
–– MichelangeloMichelangelo

ProsPros
•• NonNon--parametricparametric

•• Can model arbitrary geometry and topologyCan model arbitrary geometry and topology
•• Camera positions unconstrainedCamera positions unconstrained
•• Guaranteed convergenceGuaranteed convergence

ConsCons
•• Expensive to process high resolution Expensive to process high resolution voxelvoxel gridsgrids
•• Carving stops at Carving stops at firstfirst consistent consistent voxelvoxel, not , not bestbest
•• Assumes simple, known surface reflectance model, usually Assumes simple, known surface reflectance model, usually 

LambertianLambertian

CollaboratorsCollaborators
•• Steve Seitz, Andrew Steve Seitz, Andrew ProckProck, , KyrosKyros KutulakosKutulakos

VoxelVoxel Color ing  /  Space  Carving  SummaryColor ing  /  Space  Carving  Summary
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Current  WorkCurrent  Work

•• BRDF estimation from multiple viewsBRDF estimation from multiple views
•• Modeling is more than geometry Modeling is more than geometry –– need to         need to         

simultaneously recover surface reflectance simultaneously recover surface reflectance 
modelsmodels

•• WideWide--baseline feature point correspondencebaseline feature point correspondence

•• Calibration from multiple moving objectsCalibration from multiple moving objects

•• Metric selfMetric self--calibration from static scenescalibration from static scenes


